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INTRODUCTION
Different place, same faces!
At the request of partners and project participants, the Villach meeting will consist
of work and workshops. The objective is to translate the knowledge and
competences of the training days into the daily practice of your work and your
chosen creative challenge. So, no showcasing of results as yet – that will come
later! – but more training and exchange.
The beer coaster comments collected at Pasian di Prato clearly produced three
areas of further learning needs:
•
•
•

How to get started , put learnings and insight into practice
How to improve internal and external meetings in practice
How to overcome resistance in the organisation

If you look at the programme with this input in mind, you will see few surprises.
Preparations:
•

Thanks to all those participants who have submitted their challenges! They are
very diverse and offer excellent opportunities to bring the competences of the
project to life. Those of you who are still thinking about their challenge, please
now kick into action (idea + action = result) and submit the form (download at
www.next4pa.eu). Don’t wait. What you have thought out so far will definitely
be good enough to get the experience. After all, you can’t decide that an
idea will be a nearling!
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•

Formulate the questions you have about your challenge and bring them
along. Be specific!
Also prepare any meeting-related questions and bring along an example of a
meeting you would like to conduct differently in order to make it more
effective.

•

Check Mike’s presentation on Meeting Design which is in Microcosmi.

•

Remember the blue idea/first little action you decided on the very last
moment of our last training day? We would like to hear the status of these
ideas and how you feel about them.

•
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PROGRAMME
09.30 – 10.00

Welcome and programme overview

10.00 – 11.15

Overcoming resistance

11.15 – 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00

Two parallel workshops, each with half the group:
1) Applying creative techniques to your challenge or pilot action
2) Applying creative techniques to your meetings

13.00 – 14.00

Lunch break

14.00 – 15.30

Two parallel workshops, each with the other half of the group:
1) Applying creative techniques to your challenge or pilot action
2) Applying creative techniques to your meetings

15.30 – 15.45

Tea break

15.45 – 16.15

Ok, now what?

16.15 – 17.30

The future: how to work with the challenges and pilot actions.
Division of roles and responsibilities.

17.30 – 18.00

“Though we’ve gotta say goodbye for the summer. Baby, I’ll
promise you this.”

18.00

Planned End of the Workshop
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